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his issue of the "News Research. Bulletin! contains

reports pr;` two stidtes of media use by contemporary young adults. The
--first study analyzes the media -behavior of 447 randomly selected
respondents-dn Virginia Peach, Virginia in the summer of 1973. Some
of the highlights of the study were that about *r percent of the

-.young. Ripple 'report doing at leastsome reading in a daily newspaper
sevaral days a week or more often; most television'viewing time is
4ivet to entertainient and' non -news informaton; a majority believe
television is the most accurate of the four major mass media; and a
majority say that newspapers provide the most complete cciverage'of
events.-The second study concerns 292 randomly selected young voters
(ages 19-20) and theSx use of the sass media during the I972
presidential election campaign. Some of the findings -in this study
were that. 42 percent of the students Said newspapers are the best ,Wain
for !keeping up'with what is going on in the worlktpaay" while 27
percent selected television; and the data support, ...114.though0theydo
-not prove, the hypothesis that the mass Neils tend' t0 the agenda
for people aoncerning the most important issues. (RE),
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the first "television eneratron" in' America.
This issue of the News Research Bulletin contains reports

on two studies of media'use by contemporary young adults.
The studies also report some findings about the attitudes' of
these young people toward the mass media.

The first study, done with financial assistance from
Landmark Communications, Inc., concerns newspaper
rea ership and to a lesser denTee, televit4on viewing by
pee le age itia. It analyzes media bellavior of 447 randomly
sel ted respondents in Virginia teach, Va.. ba the summer of
1973. Although- caution -should be used tit generalizing the
findings to all 'young adults throughout the United States, thi
data should prove interesting and provocative to newspaper
people everywhere.

. A few highlights of the study are the-se :
1) About 90 percent of these young people report

doing at least some reading in a daily.uewspaper several,
days a week or more often.

2) Although the respondents reportispending much
more time watching television than reading newspapers,
most of the TV time is given to entertainment and
information other than news.

3) A majority of these young, peettie say television is
the most accurate of the four major mass media, with
newspaper? ranking werahead of magazines and radio.

4) A majority of the young adults say newspapers give
.the most mplete 'coverage of events, with television
rating well aheaa of magazines and radio.

The second turfy, conducted,by the School of Journalism If
the Universit of North Carolina at Chapel MI And funded in
part: by the ational 4poolation of Broadcasters, concerns
youngyoters age 18-20) anti their used the mass media. The
respondents re 292 randomly se10,ted undergraduates at



.

he liniversity during the pfesidentipi plectiOn campaign of
1972. (That was the first election, of course, Which people of
this, age range. thrvughout the country could vote.)

Ate, caution is urged in generalizing the findings, to Al
torbutth

parisoes With a study ne at the University o

-A; few findings of the North Carolina study 'are as follows:

1) More of these college students (42%) said
newspapers are best for "keeping up with what's

ti" on in the world today" than selected television
(27%).

2) News magazines were said by 50% of the
students to provide the best way "to follow the news

the election cainpaign." Newspapers were the
red choice (33%).

3) Students with "high political interest" are
oracularly likely to turn to neWspopers, especially
r ingdepth reporting, interpretation and analysis.
4) The data suppnrt, though they do not prove, the
pothesis that the mass media tend to "set the
ends." for people. The students mostly, selected as

major issues in the 1972 campaign Those issues
h received the greatest amount of space in
papers and the one issue which received the most
in the newscasts of the three major television
arks.



Deily Noe (*spar Readership
g 10 to 29 Viler Olds

By Jona C. Beltert4r. &boot of Jaareallscs, Wilma thkiversIty,

Two recent studies of.neWspaper readership have reported
at,newspaper-readeritam feunt--ameng

-- -- - older thateyeunger persons. In a study reported by Dr. Galen
-:- -----Fa rte T rtw way (mind that imugialn)dG til v.rFriViriii- AR-----

.._._ breadwinner was between the ages of 35 and-85r were more *
likel to b-subscribers- n t G iv t%- In- a shun,
reported in an earlier Newt Research !Mean, it was found
that respondents between the ages of 18 and 24 were the least
likely of thi adults to have read a newspaper "yesterday," The .
next least likely gr.oup to have read the newspaper .
"yesterday" was between the ages, of 25 iind 34.

in a youth -dominated cultute such as that of the United

States, there is reason to be concerned about these figures. If

the readership habits' established in a youth persist, what
happens to newspaper readeirship over time?

This report Is aimed at tryingito analyze the media behavior
of the young. The study reported is part of a much larger
effort begun in the summer of 1973 in Virginia Beach,
soVa. The sample consisted of a random selection of some 634
apartment units and 200 single family dwellings. This report is
concerned with the media behavior of only those respondents
who were between the ages/. of 18 and 29. There were 428- VII .

respondents between the agessof 18 and 29; 228 respondents

between the ages of 18 and 24, and 219 between the ages of 25
and 29. .

Readership

The most striking information was obtained in responle to
the question, "Are there any daily newspapers, either local. or

out of town, that you read?" A surprising 91% 'of the total

group answered "yes" to the question. There was little

preference among them for either the morning or evening
newspapers published locally. About equal percentages of

them read one or the other. When asked how often the papers

were read. the results were much more in line with other

110
studies,,pnly 62% of the total group read the morning paper
"daily." The afternoon paper fared somewhat better, with
80% reporting that they read it daily.

For both the morning' and the afternoon papers the
differenris between respondgits who were 1824 and those

.1
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who were 25-29 were etriking. For example, only 65% of those
between the ages of .18 and 24 read the morning paper daily,
but 69% of those between 25 And 29 read the same paper
daily. Similarly 74% of the 18.24 group reported reading the
afternoon paper daily compared to 86% ofthe 'older" group.
--It-would-appear-the

adershiP- 'These findingS were consistent with other studies

*outman* Of The iffralosAad
Afternoon Newspopma, Sy Age Gr,ottri

Age Gre$P1

4344 2543 18.29
iN=223) (N=2191 114#4471

How Often Reads
Morning Pipet?

Daily
Several times a wee)!
Weekly
Less often

How Often Reads
Afternoon Paper?

Daily
Several times a week
Weekly
Less often

5443% 69.2% '62.1%
18,3 16.7 17.4
23.6 12.4 17.9
3.5 1.7' 2,6

73.8% 85.7% 79.7%
18.0 8.4 13.3 ,
6.6 3.4 5.0
1.6 2.5 2.e.

^- reporting that readership (to a point) is positively correlated
with age. These results are reported in,Table 1.

mat Of Time Spent With Paper

The amount, of time spent reading newspapers had a slight
inverse but VA difference for -the morning paper was too small
to be meaningful. Approximately half of each age group spent
15 to .30 minutes with the morning paper, while slightly more
.than vile-third of them read it for 30 minutes to an hour.

4



The figures for the amount of timispent with the afternoon
paper show that the younger group spent more time with it
than did the 25 to 29 year-olds. Some 51.7% of the 18.26
year-old group spend 30 minutes or more with the afternoon

, 'paper, compared to only 39.3% -of the old u

A311411Utt of TfarArSposiRoading
NewsPaPerss BY Ate Growl!

Age droops
0

18.24 2529 18.29`

Time Spent Reading
Morning Newspaper

15 minutes * % 50'.9% 52.6% 51.8%
30 minutes "" 35.5 37.1 86.3
1 hour or more 13.6 102 '' 11.9

,
Time Spent Reading -.-N-
Afternoon Newspaper

15 minutes 48.3 60.7 '54.3
30 minutes 44.1 ,33.9 39.1
1 hour or more 7.6 5.4 6.6

The amount of time spent reading the newspaper should be
correlated with the amount of the newspaper read. Indeed the
results show that it is. Among the younger group. the data in
Table showtheit the majority of them spent between 15 and
80 minutes reading the mtorning paper. The data presented in
Table show that two-thirds of them claimed only to have
read "some" or to have "'glanced" at' he morning paper. On
the other hand, with respect %) the afternoon paper, the
majority of the 18-24 yearold group indicated that they spent
tore than 30 minutes with the paper, and nearly 50%-of them
said they refer most of the paper..

The 25-29 age group spent more -time with the morning
paper than with the afternoon paper. Accordingly, these
readers were somewhat leas likely to have only glanced at the
'Morning paper.



TABLES' ,
An FA& Newspaper.

Read, By Aso Grop.

141,6A:tops

114oining

Mo! 33.9% 47.8% 41.0%
aae 45.2 44.5 441

Glance 20.9 7.0 14.1

Amount of Aftemodra
Three Read

Most 47.5 45.8 46.7
Sorne 57.7 43,2 40.4
Glance 14.8 11.0 -- 12.9

0.171017....

Comparison With Television

The study also compared the respondents with' respect to

television news viewing frequency.

About 18% of the total sample reported watching television

news daily. The "older" group was more, likely to watch
levision news than was the "younger" group. Only 15% of

e 18-24 reported watchhig television news daily, while,
21O,of those between 25 and 29 did so,

When asked if they ever looke,d uvthe newspaper to findout
more about something (not necessarily news) they had seen on

televisionoevery person in 'the sample answered "yes." In
fact. 79% of the,entire sample reported looking something up

in the paper at least once a week. These data are shown in

Table 4.

Newspaper editors and publishers can take heart with

another finding of `the study. When asked which one of the
media gives the most complete news coverage, newspapers
eathe out on top of teleVisionAmong the 18.24 year-olds, 51 %' .4

gave the nod the newspapers, and 40% to television. Among
the 25-29 year-olds, 48% voted for newspaper compared to

a 38% for teflevts an..



Television, however, got the vote for giving lthe clearest
understandinr of the candidates and issues in national
electionst. When asked this. question, 48% of he younger
group gave the vote to television and 30% to ne spapers. Of
the older group; 43% voted for television a d 26% for
newspapers.

enty Of Looking 71-Nevrapoper
Fer-MOrfrinfortardionAlsont-

.Soinetidiss Seen on Televition

Ago Groupe

18.24 25-29

Ever look in paper
for more information?

Yes 190.0% 100.0% 100.0%
No 0 0 0

How often looks in paper 1.-

for more information? , .

Almost daily 37.0 20.7 34.0
- Once or twice a week *42.6 47,3 45.0

Tess often 19.8 - 22.Q 2Q.9

° When' asked the same question but with respect to state and
. local elections, young readers gave newspapers their vote of

confidence by a fairly large margin. Among the 1824
year-olds, 53% gave the nod to newspapers fore state
elections; and 54%. voted for newspapers over television in
local elections: Among the 2529 yearolds, 64% preferred
newspapers to television for state election's and 72% liked
newspapers more than television for local elections.

There is however,. a sobering note for newspaper people.
When asked Which medium was the most accurate ("In other.
Words, if they gave.you differvnt versions of the same story
which- would you believe?") the respondents switched their
pasitionl. Among the 18-24 year-olds, 59% said 'television:"
Among the' 25-29 year:oids. 51% were -more confident of
television than- they wire of newspapers. Magazines hardly
registered with ihese age groups. Only 9% of the 1844
year thought they would believe magazines over both
television-and newspapers, and just 18% of the older group
preferred magazines to television and newspapers.

7
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When4sked where they got most of their information (not
just news), both age gropps favored television over
newspapers, the younger group, as might be expected, more
so than the older group. .But not by much, Some 48% of the
i5 =24 year -bid grour and 46% of the 25.29 year-old group .
favored televiioid uq_ rigi-tristry sai) ntk of
Newspapers were the warm of most information for 3514) of
Tliiiitc24-3-friino mid 47M-Orthe. n7

r-

reported, in.Table ii

TABLES

Maracas, Aeutricy And Use Of
afferent Media. By Age Groups

Age rows

Which gives y©u the
clearest understanding .of
the candidates and ..issue9

18a4 25-29
a

tional Elections
Television
NeiViaperi5

48,1e.b
29.6

43 4Ph
25.9

45.8%
278

-Radie 0 0
Nlogar.ines 19, 2A:8 23.8
Other'People 1.9 2.6

'State Election
Irvin isio 59,8 y 29,2 34,5
Newcpapers sa4 63.6 58,6
Radio 1,0 .. 1.4 1-,,
ingazines 1.5 24 1 -9

Other People 4,4 3-2 3.9
.e

Loral Elect on I

Television te.7 22 2 27.4
Nevesppers 52.7 7J ,5 62.6
Radio 4.4 3.4 3.9
megannel 0.5 0 0,2
Other People 8.8 , 21 's '5.8



MIA is .tnost, amtatez
?Matt do yea rno5t,

believe? 1

Wein:sin rig,0 51,3 55, '.,:'
Newspapera 2.5 27.2 , 279
Radio 3,8 le.,/ ,.,

Other Pmple . 0,5 2,0

47-ht-reLdo-2-yea-get-m.at
year intenoativo?

elevb-on
Newapspera
/Cadiz
Magazines
Other Peeplo

47,0,
t,,52

45,A
44,0

47.0
390

110 248 7.0
4,8 5.5 5,2
L3 . U 1,3

rt Controlling For Time Spent. Watchin TV

When the amoutit of time spent watching television i9 taken
into account, the 18-24 yearolds who spend less than one hour
a day Watching television were evenly split between 'their
perceptions of the accuracy of the two media. Some 37% of
them rated television as the most accurate medium, but the.,
same percentage rated newspapers as the most accurate. ,
Among those who spent five hours a day or more watching
television, however. some 'AM ratmi television --a-s--the Trtivit

, accurate,` compared* to 27% who rated newspapers most
accurate.

Aniong age 25,-29 yneeoldo, time spent watching television
e a.clif erence. but television was consistently rated the

most accurate of the media. For enam4e, among the 25,29 .
yeardds Who spent less than one lour a day watching .

- . television, 4I% rated televisinfeas the mo accurate .medium,
comparedwith 29% who ranked`newspapers most accurate.
Among those who spent five or more hours a day watching

.television, 35% rated television mostaccurate. Only 25% rate
newspapers most accurate.

With respect to completeness of coverage, the results are
somewhat mixed. The younger group consistently gave
newspapers the edge regardless of ilMOUla a time spent
watching teleVision. Forexample, 59% of those Who spent
less than one hour a day watching television ranked
. .

9
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ue spape n as giving rceorb complete =map than any other
itedium. Among these 'who watch television five tirr more
hears a day, 52% rariltqe.1 newspapers .ead of the other
media.

Among the older group on the other had the respondents
e_whiowatched television ranked nev9papers as ktie crest

complete medium, but those who spent a totThf tithewa tarng
television ranked television as the most complete in coverage.
Mme 67v. of nem bbtween 2 and 29 who watc eviszon
five er more haurs a day nuked television ahead of a ether

7rR la In em).--eness hi coverage; Via dab oirdiLe vetrer-
w,atetried less than an bout., o4 television =lied noWepapers
ahead of all other media in ornpleteness of coverage. Them:
data are reOrted in,Table 6. P

Controlling Fer EZireetiva

Controlling for e4,lueation did not chpige the disprepancy .

between the two age .groupsi perceptikin of the two rnedia.
Among, the 181.4. yearolds, educatien ,was 'Mated- to The
perception of the accuracy of tile media. Among those with no
more than eight yearg ofeducation, 100-% ,rarled television as
tlie.most accurate medium. Among those with 17 or zniire.

years of edueatienf- 4 rankednewspaperzeas most accurate
only 20% ranked televisiprras the most accurate. ,g9n the

other band, among those respondent§ between the ages of 25
,, and 29, newspapers were ranked the.mbst emirate medium

tegardlets of years,of education.
Altogether, the resultsof this; stud of he encouraging

to newsoper edits >rs and pliblishers:Npwspapers seen to he
well arid tbrivinga ong young people in at least one: art" of
the country. AlthOugh second to television in some respects,
newspapers are heavily relied upon ht other respectsand. in
Many eases, ally inuelz more relied upon than television.

Therels no qliestion, however that /reach less time is spent
with newspapers than with -television. Even -se, the evidence
suggests that newspapers ire still the feriinary news Mar e.
with rii63 of the' television viewing = time given to
entertainment or ether kinds of information.

While getteralication from one city- to cities other parts of
the country is always questionable, there is nothing to suggest
that the respendents in this study wer4 in any way unique
because of their geographical- location., On the other band,
there is some reason to suspect that the two newspapers are
not typical. For one thing, th'ea circulation relative to the

10
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number of households was very high. In the area sampled,
some 87% of the households subscribed to .pne or both
newspapirs. Either the newspapers were admirably filling
the informational needs of -the area or the circulation

I department was exceptional stieeessful. Probably both ill
situatiog5 existed.
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Young Voten And
The Maw rifled le

By L. E. Ittolittaiitackont Jattriudiern. UniveratY at 1101th
syruuseartai, ?ivretratty. E. Wan. Department at Jousstalisin,

The-1972 election provided a itnique opportu y to study
the use of the mass media by.eyouthful vote t was the -first
national election since passage of the 26th :Amens ment to the
U,S. Constitution granting 11 million 18.20 year-olds the right
to vote.

According to a Census4Bureau survey, only about 48% of
this gaup reported that they had voted on election day,
November 7, 1972, compared to 71% of the eligible voters in
the 45.64 age group:

College students, however, despite obstacles to registratietel
and votink, were much more likely to have Voted than younk,
workers. AC the University of North Carolina at Chapel
292 undergraduate students, in .a random 'sampling, were
interviewed about their use of the mass media and interest in
the campaign and politics in general. In a folloit-up survey
(200 interviewsi, a representative sample of those originally
interviewed were asked if thy had actually voted and for
whom. Nearly 80% said they had voted. The vote split was .a
close 54% for McGovern and 46% for Nixon. (The. split is
"close" because in this case sampling errorgof ± 6.9% could
account for the differenge).

The Chapel Hilt study had three, main 'purposes:
To,determine which media were relied upon the

A most fde:;earnelfai. gn information;
21- -TO 'evaluate: the ,telationshlp between political
q useinter and u of the mass rnesdia;

31 To examine the influenie of "agenda,setting"
i.e., the relationship hetweed the IMPiortenre orthe
issues to the voters and the emphasis given the
various issues in the news media.

While the findingewn ,these, points are, strictly speaking,
limited to UNC undergraduates, studies conducted by the

,authoes'in both North Carolina and California uggest that the
_major patterns are true for most college undergraduates, the
largest source of young ....lotes

13



number of studies (including one by Clarke and Ruggels
summarized in Volume 4 of News Research for Better
Newspapers, pp. 47 O) have determined that the well-
educated prefer print media to the electronic for public affairs.
This also seems to be the case for college students. In 1967;
McCombs found "no evidence of a television psychological sets"
in a study of UCLA students. Iiiterviewo during off-year
electiods at Chapel Hill have consItitgntly found that studef ts.
prefer the print media for general dews and political news.

Table 1 shows thit the 1972 election was no exception:

CUM;
To up with
w,ha goingon
the 'mad t
IN '79)

To follow the news
of th6election ° , News Daily Other/
carop5ign Cg=276) =gazing :newspaper Televilfon Undecided

40.00.b 33.3% "116% 9.7%

ally
%apr Televisio

42.3% 28.8%

The print media were strongly preferrecl.by the Chapel Hill
students. More than 42% named the daily newspaper as the
best medium for . keeping up with the news in general,.
compared to 27% choosing televilion. While the ,news
makazine was by far the most preferred fon following
campaign events. more than twice as many students preferred
the daily paper as preferred television fore this purpose.
(Campus media were excluded from the study.)

The question used in the face-to-face interviews was "Of
the four mass media -- radio, television, newspaper and nei,s
magOne -- which do you personally find -the most useful
for e . .. '

The question was worded' in this Manner to avoid the
non-comparability of itemiatteMptinglo compare the amount
of time spent in using the varibusonedia. This seenis to be the
'kind of questicin about media behavior that people can answer.
It asks them for a subjective preference; rather than an
unrealittically objective self measurement__

. .,.
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d, of course, ask how frequently they mede use of the,
a in general. The answers to this question showed a

pattern of considerably less exposure than that of the general
adult population. For example, 52% of the students said.theY
read a commercial daily newspaper "every day or nearly,
every day," and 36% . said they watched television as often.

Television watching, as contrasted with- newspaper and
news magazine readership, is motivated almost exclusively by
a desire to be diverted and/or -entertained. One student

.answered our question about why she watched televbionmith
this remark: "Why do I watch? Texillow my mind when classes
and studying-are behind me." Twice as many students said
they read the newspaper mainly. for the news as said they
watched television for that purpose.

There were some differenies in exposure frequencies
according to year in school. In general, as a student acquires
more education he apparently-finds more utiljty iii, or need
for, both newspaper reading and television watching, as
shown in Table 2.

For both teleyision and bewspaper frequency, the greatest
jump occurs at the senior year. In the case of television, one

IF .

Freshman 43.8% 56.2% " 25.3% 74.7% (70)
Sophomore 50.0 50.0 30.8 69.2 (78)
Junior 50.7 49.3 35.6 64.4 gal
Senior 63,1 36.9 56.1 43.9' (65)

iffigh exposure was-derniedas daily or nearly daily reading' (wafehing).
and low was defined as "oeta.sionallytnever.")

.
reason for this4 as that -greater number of seniors live off
campus and have their own television sets. But for frequency
of newspaper' reading there was no appreciable difference in
the behavior of the on- and off-campus respondents. It could
be that seniors simply have more time to read -the paper, that
the habit 'mantles more ingrained with age, or that changes in
life-style make the newspaper more useful.

Males were far more likely. than females to read a
newspaper frequently (64% compared to 36%), and <males



"were somewhat more likel etch televisfon frequently
(41% vs. 31%). Males at all Is of education were heavier
media users. But, intereet emales gained on malei in
moving from freshman through senior years. Males now .4.6
ently come to college alreidy, heavy use of television lip
and newspapers, but by the sO, year the gap has mirrliwed.
raglexample nearly 50% of th§ male freshmen were frequent o

4$iwspaper readers. Onik 35 *-e 'f-the female Irishmen were.
But for seniors the difference 1944 less than eight percentage
points (60.2 vs. 52.5)..irso same pattein held for television.

Preference for prinek media for news and election
information did not vary i cording to year In school er by sex. 4
Apparently, the print Media Are uniformly seen by all
undergraduate young vet rs as,More useful for news and
political content.

Political linteresi end Media Exposure

In a survey of UCLA student- in 1967, IvieCombs found that
exposure to the newspaper, subscription to news magazines,
and watching television news and public affairs programs
Were strongly related to political interest. A similar pattern
emerged in the Chapel Hill stiidy, as ahown in Table 3. ak

Tl qirestion used to assess political interest in both the Mir
UCLA and. Chapel Hill studies was: "How interested would
ypu say you are in politics? Very much. gemeWhat. Not at QV

TI, 3
Poilikad Interest AO Media Use

pet Exposure. High Political Ititersst Low Milieu) Interest N
High 59.3% IM 40.7% 161) 150
Medium 38.8 (28)' 61.2 (41) , 67
Low 31.2 (23) 68.8 (51) . 74

TelevIdo; ?Jews End
High 53.6 8 (57)\ 46.4% (49) 106
Medium 51.4 (36) 48.4 ( .1 74

43.9 649) 46.1 - (63) , 112

Tws Msguise Ewe
High 54.8% (92) 45.2% (76) 168
Medium 44.4 (28)',, 65.6 435) 63
Low 40.7 24) 59.3 °.(35)

Those answering "very much" in the Chapel Hill study were
s,considered" high in pohtical interest. Those 'answering

"somewhat" or "not at all" were judged low.
6

1



In a follow-up analysis of the UCLA data, we exammid the
functional relationships ainong education, media use, political
interest and a preference for "explanatOry" media tontine
(Mass Comm &vie*, Vol; 1, Nre 1). These results give insight
into the information-seeking "styles" of the politieally

-e interested reader. The extra amount of media use associated
with high political interest mutilated, to a large degrcte, of
national and international news, analysis of social trends,
editorials and opened pareellontent -- what we termed a
conceptual orientation to media content. Those lower in
political :interest objected to: interpretive content more
frequently. In general these students were more interested in
a "bulletin board" approach to the news, and they were far
less interested in editorials and news analysia.

Politically interested students made both quintitetively and .
qualitatively different use of the newslaaper. rThese students
expressed an interest man interpretive style of media content
and presentationeThey expressed less interest in dead-pan
factual reporting of ptilie agency news unless such news
was tied to a topical Visue. Our measure qpolitical interest
seems to tap ed inferdietion-seeking predisposition -- a desire

41.
for media content, hat helps the individual understand.rather
than merely liefeirtiMened about the issues-of the day.

The Chapel Rill study, using Mori detailed measures of
political interest and conteetpreferences, found exactly the
same petit of. orientation artier* those highly interested in
politics. In general, the higher the interest in the campaign in
general and the greater the importance of politics to the young
personehen the greater the eepressed interest in nwsPaper
depth reports, editorials, and television news and dodu-
mentaries (but notpolitical advertieingi.

In. Table 4, we show the corrilitions between interest in
politics and use of the newspaper and television' for news'aad
public iffitirS. These relationships remaided essentially intact
when controls were introduced for year in school and major.
We may interpret these findings ag showing that a high
degree of political interest is more likely to lea,d to heavy use
of the newspaper for public affairs news than to television for
this purpose. . .

In addition. the spnewaper use/ political
relationship e was much Stronger than the .television
use/political pirticipation relatienship. . "Political participtv
ti01 " was measure# by a composite scale made up of nine



. a

se&rate.indicateArs of participation, rang from attending a
political speech or rally to actiep campaigning.

In A factor- analysis of our measures of media preferences,
we found separate factors for newspappr reading and

TABLE 4

Political interest And Usa Of Newspapers Afind Television
For NewsAbeatThet Camps*" /Weber Palle Attain

Me al tie newspaper Use tisievidoo
for pyritic affairs far pablic affair*

Fe) tics) interes t .48 .21

Mire figures are Pennon correlations, which range from -1 (perfect
negative correlation) to+ 1 (perfect positive correlation).

television viewing among the students across common areas of
content. This means that students to not necessarily have
parallel content preferences across the major media.,Students
very high on newspaper public affairs use were not

essarily highon television public affairs use and vice versa.
e should emphasize that this generalization applies only to

young college students, For married,couples, y'ourig workers, flp
unmarried professional.men and women, a` id retired people,
for example, the facts may be different.

Agenda-Setting

Young voters expressed a high dogrite of interest in the
issues of the° 1972 campaign and their ranking of the st

important issues closely paralleled the emphasis given these
issues in the major mass media to Which they were exposed.

The idea that one's political reality is in large, measure
product of the "pictures in our heads" has been a popular
notion at least since Walter Lippmann coined the phrase in
Public Opinion in the "20s. But recently the authbrs and their
colleagues at North Carolina and Syracuse have systemafic-
ally 'set, moist to' see how close the composite "pictare"
provided by daily newspapers and theitelevision networks
matches the pictures in the heads of various groups of voters:

We asked our young voters what they thought were the
"two or three most important issues hr the 1972 campaign.'
Independently, we content-analyzed the Ilialeigh) News. and
Observer The Charlotte Observer, a composite New York
Times/Washington Pot and the ne Mork evening news
shows. We obtained two,, ather striking -results: (I)



newspapers and nitworks were very similar n their political
issue,emphases, and (2) student "agenda" closely matched the
composite newspaper "agenda." As Table 5 shwa, the
students' perception of the important issues was-especially
similar to the play in the News and Observer, the newspaper
which is most widely read or{ the UNC/campus.

In Table 5, we can see differences in the apparent effects of
TV emphasis and newspaper emphasis. The correlations.

TABLE S

Correlations Between boportacce Of TION41
To-Young-Voters And Mass Media Isms Emphasis

News 4 Charktte
SPAPERS Observer Obeerver "Post-Thrs " Al Press*

est important Isar .79 82 .50 .54
t Two Issues .91 :79 .39 .74

st Three Issues .93 - .79 .46 .78

mtwontts ABC CBS NBC AB Networks*

Most Important Issue .06 .67 .71 .61
First Two Issues .16 .51 .55 .60
First Three Issuii .17 .52 .62 .48

Weighted Average (percentages summed across media' to arrive at
rank order)

iThe ilgureslo the *table are rank7arder correlations which are based on
a formula that takes into account differences the rankings by the
students on each issue, and the media.rankitig based on the column inches
or initiates devoted to each issue.) '
between student rating of the issues and television empliaiis
are .greater for the first (single most important) issue
/neatened., As second and third issues are, added in, the
correlations-with the TV agenda generality drop. The opliesite
ix true of the neivspaper agendasetting effeet. The -high
correlations occur When, all,three mentions are accumulated.

This finding suggests that television news, which often
concentrates on the'singte most dramatic development of the
day, has its i pact in determining the single most important
issue among t b young voters, and that newspaper news holds

l-other issues n the agenda for longer periods of time.
For elcanip man rights (women's rights, civil rights,

etc.) received the fourth greatest number of mentions Asian
- important issue although it was rarely mentioned as. the most
Important issue. There was 'relatively little political news

19
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de with human right., on teleyision during the time of the
analysis, but In the press human rights was third in ovehill
Column inches. -

We might think of the differences in terms of te"saliency
effect for televis' ion and a latency" effect for, newspapers
This difference is due largely, we suspect, to the more
cornprehensiveenature of ndwspaper political coverage,

Finally, we sought to determine the effect of exposure
frequency en agenda setting. Presumably those students with
more frequent exposure to newspapers and television would

TABLE 6
Media/Stades Aieuda ettnekOlel By Level Of Mello Exposure

NEWSPAPER No! a Charlotte
EXPOSURE Observer Ohterver "lit -Thzeis
. Low 4-,

Medium
High

'TELEVISION
EXPOSURE

ow
Medium

.86 .71. .28
.69 .28

.96 .911 .62

ARC laRS

.47

.62

.42

.85

.24

NBC Total Network

.62

.62

.39,
A2
.38

/ reflect the media emphases to a greater d = than
infrequent users. Student issuerankings docorrela < more
strongly with newspaper agendai as exposure levels i i crease;
but there is no clear paten with respect to television, ass,.
shown in Table 6.

While the correlations in Tables 5 and 6 do not prove that
news media emphases determine young voters' judgments of
what t*- important issues *re, they d6 'suggest that news
coverage, especially in the newspapers, has the potimtial for
major polticial influence.


